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Forethought

“Storie s are central to human intelligence and

Afore reading the strategy there are a

memory. Cognitive scie ntist William Calvi n

number of forethoughts one should be

describes how we gradually acquire the ability
to formulate plans through the stories we
hear in childhood. From stories, a child learns
to “im a g in e a co u rse o f a ctio n , im a g in e its

aware of.
First, it was my intention to create a

effects on othe rs, and decide whether or not

strategy report for internal use, hence, it

to d o it” (S cie n tific A m e rican, October 1994).

was not written for investors or

In a very fundamental way, then, storytelling

publication outside the company. I have

and planning are related.

decided upon this because a strategy for

Stories also play an important role in

internal use serves to persuade employees

learning. Language researche s studying how

and management to overcome any

high school students learn found that the
story-based style of Time and Newsweek wa s

challenges they will be faced with and to

the best way to learn and remember. When

increase commitment to their company.

the researchers translated American history

Second, the many articles I read set

textbooks into this format, they found that

ground for the hereafter presented

students recalled up to three times more than
they did after reading traditional textbook s.
Cognitive psycholog ists have esta blished that
lists, in contrast, are re markably hard to
remember because of what is referred to as

strategy, ensuing, the most interesting
and refreshing dissertations are listed
within th e “Exploring Further” p a g e s.
Third, the strategy will read as a story

the recency and primacy effects: people

(S e e th e in se rt “T h e scie n ce o f sto rie s”),

mainly re member the first and last items on a

and it holds an exhibit that maps the

list but not the rest of it, and – more

stra te g y v isu a lly (S e e th e in se rt “W h y

dangerous yet – their memory is guided by
their inte rest. They reme mber what they like

strategy maps matter”). Fourth, any

or find intere sting; they do not recall the

knowledge strategy should be aligned with

whole.

its competitive strategy (Hansen et al,

A good story (and a good strategic plan)

1999), however, due to the lack of one I

defines relationships, a sequence of events,

based the knowledge strategy on the

cause and effect, and a priority among items

theory of “blue ocean strategies” as

– and those eleme nts are likely to be

proposed by Kim and Mauborgne in 2005.

remembers as a complex whole. That
likelihood , supported by a substantial amount
of cognitive science, argues strongly for
strategic planning through story telling.”

Last, despite Coltec being a fictitious
company, I tempted to formulate a sound
and complete strategy - enjoy the story.

Source : HBR 1998 – Strategic Stories
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Introduction:

in pursuit of innovativeness and business intelligence

Coltec operates globally, with business activities and customers in over 23 countries
across Europe and the Middle East. In 1981 Coltec became part of the leading USAbased consortium in the chemical industry n a m e d “T he Namco Group”. We operate
as an independent company and have exploration and production interests in twelve
different countries which we realize with over five thousand employees. Our total
operating expenses are about three billion Euros, respectively, we hold an average
market share of about 27% and we offer 250 different products. We were founded in
Utrecht, the Netherlands, still home to our headquarters - over time we grew into
the market of formulated adhesives and coatings while developing a unique
competence in the development and manufacturing of coatings and adhesives for
and have been proud to be running independently 1. However, by thinking we do best
and need not to learn from others we would be foolish and arrogant. Subsequently,
our competitive advantage will not last forever.
Our uncertain future made us realize that the world was evolving, it became
strangely complicated and unpredictable, and we discovered that conventional
approaches did no longer work. Today we are confronted with rapidly changing
markets and economies, but we need to stay on top if we want to survive. Our
customers demand excellence, that is, excellent service and (near) perfect and
highly innovative products. In order to stay ahead of competition we need not only
to individualize our organization, apply a semi-structured approach to fulfill
customer demands and resolve complex problems, moreover, we need to create a
strong infrastructure for collaboration and communication among our highly skilled
and knowledgeable people ( Wong

and Tiainen, 2004 ).

New excellent and innovative

products are developed by our competitors and they might get ahead of us - if we
let them; ergo, it became time to focus on innovativeness – our capability to come
up with new approaches to problem solving or enhancing value adding – and
business intelligence – our capability and capacity to learn ( Wong

and Tiainen, 2004 );

consider it to be the tremendous opportunity we all are facing.

1

Information on Colte c was re trieved fro m ”T h e K IT S p ro je ct – fin a l p ro je ct re p o rt” a v a ila b le a t:
http://kits.edte.utwente.nl/documents/d19.pdf last visited at: 4 October 2006
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extreme temperatures. Until now, we mainly emphasized on our R&D department
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T h is o p p o rtu n ity w ill h a v e a g re a t e ffe ct o n C o lte c‟s cu ltu re a n d o rg a n iza tio n a l
environment, additionally, a new infrastructure and environment that facilitates the
share and exchange of ideas and knowledge ( Wong

and Tiainen, 2004 )

will be the result.

Within our competitive strategy, which is based on the blue ocean strategy theory se e th e in se rt “Entering Blue Water”, we introduced the focus on enabling and
in v e n tin g “b lu e o ce a n s”. R e sp e ctiv e ly , o u r k nowledge strategy 2 focuses on
“personalization” a s in tro d u ce d b y H a n se n e t a l. in 1 9 9 9 . Personalizing knowledge
means that experts share their
Entering Blue Water

knowledge through face-to-face contact

“Differentiating betwee n red and blue oceans;

and is opposed to codifying knowledge.

industries today; industry boundaries are

That is, the storing of knowledge in

defined and accepted, and the competitive

databases where employees can access

rules of the game are known. Here ,

and frequently reuse it ( Hansen

companies try to outperform their rivals to

1999 ).

grasp a greater share of existing demand. As
the market space gets crowded, prospects

et al.,

It is an obvious thought, is it not?

Except that it was not. We needed to

and profits and growth are reduced. Blue

understand what we consider ourselves

oceans, in contrast, denote all the industries

to be. That is, we needed to consider

not in existence today and they define the

our priorities concerning innovativeness

untapped market space , demand creation, and
the opportunity for highly profitable growth.

and standardization; whether we deal

Note that although some blue oceans are

with unique or similar problems and

created well beyond existing industry

how we can apply our knowledge on

boundaries, most are created from within red

them; and finally, whether we use

oceans by expanding industry boundaries, the
latter applies to Coltec ( Ki m and Mauborgne,
2005 ).”

Blue ocean driven companies are redefining
the problem itself - th e y a re “co d e b re a k in g ”.

merely explicit or implicit (tacit)
knowledge ( Hansen

et al., 1999 ).

Hence,

we are a highly innovative, tacit
knowledge dependent organization that

Their overall mission is clear, however, their

strives to fulfill unique customer needs

strategy allows for intentional vagueness as

- now and in the foreseeable future.

that provides flexibility possibilities and
prevents limiting their pote ntial acts.

Our knowledge strategy will guide us,
not bolt us down. Afore we introduce

our proposals it should be noted that knowledge management is not about
information technologies. Its purpose is to create an environment, where it is the
2

The term knowledge strategy refers to the identification of valuable knowledge assets and to the
implementation of the busine ss initiatives that leverage and develop theses assets with a view t o
improving organizational performance ( Cal l ahan, 2002 ).
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red oceans are to be considered all existing
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habit to routinely learn, share and exchange knowledge in support of all corporate
activities so that it becomes part of our daily work . Therefore, we considered our
focus on the different knowledge areas respectively, that means that we do not aim
to focus much on knowledge development – the internal creation of new knowledge
– or on knowledge retention – preventing the lose of knowledge. However, we
mainly focus on knowledge gaining – the acquisition of knowledge from outside the
company, knowledge utilization – the application of the actual used knowledge –
and, knowledge transfer – the exchange and share of knowledge between the three
domains of marketing, research and development, and production as they are well
suited for our th e ch o se n “p e rso n a liza tio n ” a p p ro a ch . Note that we will highlight the
concerning knowledge focuses explicitly throughout our proposed strategic steps.
In short, we are losing our competitive advantage and at the same time we face
strong competition and new customer demands ; if w e d o n ‟t a ct a n d ra d ica lly ch a n g e
our approach, we will not be profitable in the near future and consequently we can
expect rapid price erosion once all competitors bring very similar products to market
( Shaw

et al. 1998 ).

Sailing against the wind
Most of you will be shocked by these dramatic statements, however, there is a
solution based on our fairly simple vision: we believe that knowledgeable people
should guide passionate colleagues, share and exchange their stories with others,
and together they can come to new insights; realizing innovativeness and business
intelligence. We plan to transform our company into an individualized learning

Respectively, we realize that our strategy should remain flexible to cope with the
emergent properties that characterize the complex and dynamic environments of our
business ( Challan,

2002 ).

Therefore, we allow for the constant fine-tuning of our

strategy based on the external forces, competitor behavior, and internal forces we
have to cope with ( Jashapara,

2004 ).

In alignment with the theory on “personalization” b a se d stra te g ie s we propose a
virtual team network, enabling face-to-face meetings and more diversity in teams –
supported by the visions of Zack ( 1999 ) and Jones ( 2000 ). In addition, we will need
to use information technologies to a broader extend ( Protesch,

1997 ).

That means that
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environment and will provide the needed infrastructure.
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we will focus on knowledge transfer, utilization and retention within all our
departments.
Rather than digitalizing our inside knowledge we decided to focus on an
environment that enables dialogues between individuals. Our infrastructure will
enable e-discussions, provide an intranet with databases that store knowledge on
past projects, including detailed contact information on whom were involved and can
b e co n ta cte d to re q u e st fu rth e r in fo rm a tio n . In d e e d , th is „te ch n o lo g ica l so u p ‟
provides a means for personalized just-in-time knowledge that adapts to change
instantly with minimal demand of your time ( Levy,

2003 ).

However, we should not

underestimate the dramatic impact these changes will have on our organizational
culture. Until now we have been a well structured and managed hiera rchical
organization, the steps introduced above require a flat organization; proposed for
later.
Additionally, we require you to change as well – you will need to become a
“k n o w le d g e w a rrio r”. A s a k n o w le d g e w a rrio r y o u w ill n o t le a rn th ro u g h co u rse s, y o u
will not be graded but you will learn in new intentional ways with new technologies
( Levy,

2004 ).

Subsequently, we will send our researchers off to professional

conferences where they not only can participate in face-to-face meetings with follow
experts, but also, learn about the latest technologies and insides of our business.

The share and exchange of knowledge on personal levels allow for breakthrough
thinking, increases our capacity to resolve complex problems, and enables us to
deal with rapid market changes world wide.

common areas of process improvement, productivity, and cost reductions, the areas
of innovation and market leverages have much higher turns over the long r un
according to Zack ( 1999 ) and Jones ( 2000 ). Therefore we support the development of
a new product along with a partner company; additionally, we allow for
experimentation, guided learning, and the share and exchange of knowledge will be
rewarded, which indicates that we will focus on knowledge gaining, utilization and
transfer, especially within the departments of R&D and production .

In search of excellence and breakthrough thinking
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Although the Gartner Group shows knowledge management as typically focused on
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Our pursuit for innovativeness does not mean that we will focus on hiring expensive
deep smart experts, neither will we hi re anthropologists or sociologists, nor will we
rely on elements of serendipity. We reckon
that the partnership will have an effect that

Guided Learning?

takes us far beyond that of „secondary

Guided practice – better means

expertise‟. Here we propose for an opportunity
to learn from others and learn others; working
together as one force enables us not only to
beat competition more easily, moreover, it

mindful , reflective practice, in which
outcomes are assessed and the
method adjusted appropriately guided
by the experienced.
Guided observation – to recreate deep

enables us to gain understanding of new and

smarts and to challenge ossified

different dimensions. Besides, within our own

assumptions that may be based on

organization we will focus on guided learning

outdated experience, afterwards

and experimentation; that means that you will
b e g iv e n „p la y -tim e ‟ to e x p re ss y o u r cre a tiv ity .

discussing what had occurred.
Guided problem solving – knowledge
coaches and protégés work on

We realize that one of the biggest mistakes

problems jointly, so protégés learn

that managers can make is to staff and

how to approach problems.

manage all projects – especially innovation

(Leonard and Swap, 2004)

projects. Radical innovation requires a very
different team from incremental innovation ( Rabe

2006 ).

Imagine, the immense

amount of possibilities when you just could do what you always wanted to do; and
from now on you not only get paid but also rewarded for that. Within this phase we
want you to spread the word, because our organization is currently a ship within a
red ocean and we need to find blue water, you can set sail; you can be the one that

This drastic change of thinking requires a knowledge environment that supports
this, respectively; we will enable job rotation allowing our people to be exposed to
many different environments and learning opportunities which stimulates creative
thinking. When we keep our employees caught in narrowly defined roles, they do
not have a chance to stretch their minds. Gifted people leave because they cannot
move to a position that gives them a fresh perspective ( Rabe

2006 ).

Hence, we expect

to see new teams being shaped using the technologies made available to them.

The proposed partnership will allow us to increase our knowledge on visions,
production and distribution processes, and marketing. Subsequently it enables us to
launch a new excellent product and to further establish our brand. Respectively, our
In search of excellence and breakthrough thinking
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find us blue water!
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new approach for guided learning and the all owance for experimentation will
d ra stica lly in cre a se th e w illin g n e ss o f o u r e m p lo y e e s to b e co m e b e tte r “k n o w le d g e
w o rrie s”.
However, in order to keep up with these rapid changes our organization should be
flexible. Here we introduce our third and last proposal: to flatten our organization‟
hierarchy. That is, our company will be more about the individuals and much less
about top management and, ergo, we not only focus on knowledge utilization and
transfer within all our departments; moreover, here we focus greatly on our
e m p lo y e e s‟ sa tisfa ctio n rates.
We will need to put substantial effort into enabling a knowledge environment; this ,
as previously mentioned, will be accompanied by heavily organizational and cultural
changes. The third proposal might be last but certainly is the hardest to accomplish.
If top management does not accept the required changes, because they fair “lose of
power”, our knowledge strategy will fail. As a matter of fact, we foresee little
resistance from our employees as they will be r ewarded for all their efforts in a
great variety of ways, however, top management will not, or will they? Imagine the
reality of the situation, if we do not apply our knowledge strategy we will become
unprofitable in the near future and that will put us in an in-depth position,
d e cre a sin g C o lte c‟ v a lu e , su b se q u e n tly , d e cre a sin g y o u r sa la ry a n d b o n u se s. If y o u ,
however, give in a little power - you get back so much more. That includes not only
bigger bonuses and a better salary but also more spare time, less stress, and
moreover, satisfied team members.
Furthermore, we need to guarantee our people that their safety comes first,
consequently, they will be supporting us in their training for better attitudes and
motivation. Additionally, im p ro v in g o u r p e o p le ‟s a ttitu d e a n d m o tiv a tio n to w a rd
ch a n g e a n d le a rn in g w ill a llo w u s to fo cu s m o re o n o u r ta rg e ts a n d le ss o n „ch a n g e
re la te d b e h a v io ra l issu e s‟. They need to understand that it is a ll a b o u t „fa ir p ro ce ss 3‟
because if they do not understand that – resistance will be a fact.

3

Fair proce ss is not decision by consensus or democracy in the workplace. Its goal is to pursue the
best ideas, not create harmony. Fair process consists of three principles: (i) engagement – inv olving
in d iv id u a ls in d e cisio n s b y in v itin g th e ir in p u t a n d e n co u ra g in g th e m to ch a lle n g e o n e a n o th e r‟s id e a s;
(ii) explanation – clarifying the thinking behind final d ecisions; and (iii) expectation clarity – stating
the new rules for the game, including per formance standards, penalties for failure, and new
responsibilities (Kim and Mauborgne, 2003) .
In search of excellence and breakthrough thinking
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therefore, we will need to make sure that we provide an ergonomic environment;
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Top management can break or make the knowledge strategy. Coltec is in pursuit of
blue oceans and a flat organization allows us to react on the rapid changes of w ater
efficiently and effectively. A flat organization can learn the insides of gained new
competitive advantages quickly, especially as it is fully supported by strongly
committed employees, ergo it will be feared by competition for its rapid actions.

When we take off
After presenting the changes and challenges we will have to face, we now continue
by introducing the expected benefits of our knowledge strategy on the main
business indicators (profit, market share, and customer satisfaction) .
Top management reckons in their competitive strategy that it should be possible to
– increase our market share with about 50%, profits should go up to 10 million euro
and our customer satisfaction index should reach a level of 7.5 – in the coming five
years.
Despite, that there is no proven correlation between knowledge management and its
effect on the overall result on the business indicators; we dare to argue that we can
have an influence based on the articles by Anderson et al. ( 1994 ) and McKeen et al.
( 2005 ). Thence fo rth w e e x p la in th e e x p e cte d co rre la tio n b e tw e e n th e in d ica to rs‟
targeted values and our knowledge related actions, which we will apply over the
next two years.
We reckon that we should be able to establish an increase of 25% on our market
share. The partnership-program not only results in a new product – subsequently
attracting a new market – moreover, it introduces us to the market and market
approach of our partner, providing us of valuable new insights and possibilities.
products and increases product quality which results in new markets and expands
our market share.
We need to realize an annual profit of 8.5 million Euros. As we think of innovation in
its broadest sense – the application of an idea that results in a valuable
improvement ( Rabe,

2006 ).

Hence, we reckon that by offering unprecedented utility

and eliminating many of the costly elements; we reduce cost and differentiate
ourselves ( Kim

and Mauborgne, 2005 ).

The implementation of a job rotation system

In search of excellence and breakthrough thinking
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Furthermore, our attempt to address innovation will expand the number of offered
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supports employees to create multiple new perspectives; the new knowledge
infrastructure that supports more personal share and exchange of knowledge allows
for a simplified flow of knowledge and criticism; and last, the flattened organization
enables rapid reactions on rapid changes All taken together they reduce costs and
increase (short-term and long-term) profits.
Finally, we strive to increase our customer satisfaction index up to 7 on a scale of 1
to 10. In fact, we hope to do better by undertaking frequent research on customer
demands, moreover, we will resolve their demands quicker and better then our
competition – our new infrastructure will allow for quicker responses and our
imagination will be driven by our cu sto m e rs‟ d e m a n d s. B e sid e s, a s o u r e m p lo y e e s
explore their minds and stretch their minds new perspectives will enable better
solutions that fit within our current setting – indirectly but certainly increasing our
customer satisfaction index.
The remainder of this document provides a blueprint on the initiatives we planned
and introduces the room we left for unforeseen events, as we should always expect
the unexpected.

The Blueprint
In Search of Excellence – 2007
In 2007 we will be building a basis for 200 8 ‟s in te rv e n tio n s. T h e first q u a rte r g e ts
off to a flying start as we contract marketing agencies on a regular basis to learn
a b o u t o u r cu sto m e rs‟ n e e d s a n d g a in u n d e rsta n d in g o n o u r co m p e tito rs‟ a d v a n ta g e s .
That means that we are enabled to gain understanding onto which innovation areas
to fo cu s in o rd e r to fu lfill cu sto m e rs‟ n e e d s

[I9] .

Additionally, we implement an

information system which supports intranet and forums to conduct e -discussions and
enabling the Virtual Team Network

[I44] .

Respectively, we need to get a broader

understanding of each others specific roles within the organization; hence, we will
launch a job rotation and enrichment system which allows for new visions and
perspectives on challenges and opportunities

[I37] .

Lastly, since we reckon that many

ch a n g e s a re a b o u t to h a p p e n a n d w e n e e d o u r e m p lo y e e s‟ fu ll su p p o rt we conduct a
training program that aims at improving the attitude and motivation of our
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make news available about ongoing research projects and product developments,
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employees

[I47] .

Designate that the last two interventions will take effect during the

second quarter, discussed next.
In the second quarter we continue pursuing knowledge acquisition by installing a
connection to external non-public computer networks and databases to gain
professional information on a great variety of topics related to our business

[I18] .

Moreover, we officially start to cooperate with a partner to design the brand new
product we proposed for

[I32] .

Additionally, we need to make sure the new

knowledge and experiences can be traced back to its owners and we therefore
create a database with information about current and past research projects and a
marketing database

[I38/I 39] ;

they both will include information on who were involved

in these projects for further investigation purposes. We are au courant of the fact
that we have implemented many information technologies, they not only establish
the needed infrastructure, moreover, they enable us to flatten our organization
( Prokesch,

1997 );

therefore, we will change our organizational policy into self-

managing teams

[I54] .

It should be noted that the last three interventions will all take effect during the
third quarter of this year. As we enter the third quarter we should note that the
many changes we had to cope with by now will have an impact on our employees
and top management, it is for that reason that we decided to implement only three
more interventions during this and the fourth quarter.
The previously introduced self-managing teams will take effect in this quarter and
therefore we need to focus on training our people to understand and appreciate
team-building efforts

[I48] .

The fourth quarter will proceed with the newly designed product . We are about to
take it into production enabling us to launch it next year

[I33] .

Furthermore, by now

our employees will have spent nearly a year in hectic circumstances but still have
reward our people for their extensive share and exchange of knowledge

[I46]

encouraging them to continue and switch into a higher gear.
Noteworthy is the fact that we saved a budget of about hundred and fifty thousand
Euros to act upon unforeseen events that might happen during any of the quarters.
We will have to react immediately when one occurs. Ergo, first we need to check

In search of excellence and breakthrough thinking
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seen little reward in return of their efforts. Ergo, it seems to be the right moment to
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with our strategy whether we already planned the concern or not. Second if we did
not we will have to act upon it and search for the right and best suited solution to
resolve the concern.
A fascinating year will have past by now; we slowed down the ride a bit during the
last quarter, as much has changed over the first three ones. Now we enter a new
year, with more exciting challenges and demands we need to face.

In Search of Breakthrough Thinking – 2008
Last year, w e sta rte d b y co n d u ctin g a n in v e stig a tio n in to o u r cu sto m e rs‟ n e e d s a n d
took a look at the advantages of our competition, respectively, as we changed they
might have changed as well, subsequently; we conduct this investigation once more
[I9] .

Thereafter, we proceed with „the learning from others‟ as we organize an

apprenticeship system that supports guided learning

[I28] .

To better prepare our

employees for the challenges they will be faced with during this year we once more
setup a training program to further improve their attitude and motivation –
considered the fact that they need to make it all happen

[I47]

– the effect of this

intervention will be visible in the next quarter. Finally we will establish a
comfortable and secure environment for our employees. In order to achieve such an
environment we need to invest in safety and ergonomics

[I53].

Note that our pursuit

for innovational excellence and sustained growth will not make us violate certain
values. These values concern ethics: health, safety, and the environment; and, the
way we treat employees and external relations ( Prokesch,

1997 ).

During the second quarter we will further establish face-to-face interaction. For us
to achieve this we need to set up a cross-departmental work-group that consists of
marketing, research, and production employees to hold knowledge exchange
meetings

[I40] .

We do this now, so we can go for a final push toward breakthrough

need our researchers to become more knowledgeable and creative to foresee in the
new customer needs. Therefore, we send our researchers to professional
conferences

[I16]

where they can learn from others, gain new insights, and find

inspiration for innovation. Moreover, the most exciting event of this qua rter is the
launch of our new product. We launch it in a manner that we - together with our
alliance - can address new markets and customer groups

[I34] .

By involving our
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problem solving and value adding in the remainder of this year. Additionally, we
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partner we can learn incredibly much from their marketing approaches and they
from ours; besides, it makes us become a stronger brand and consequently
increases our reliability ( Cerny,

2000 ).

Why strategy maps matter
The third quarter will only hold one more
intervention. We now use information
technologies to a broad extend, our

“Strategy maps are essential in the
information age, when intangib le
assets – customer relationships,

employees are more skilled and gained

employee skills, and the ability to

much more knowledge on a great variety of

innovate – are competitive

subjects, however, self-managing teams is
only a fantastic solution as long as they are
indeed self-managing; all the changes in
our emp lo y e e s‟ e n v iro n m e n ts m a y have

advantages. But these assets have
value only within the context of a
strategy.
Strategy maps put into focus the
often blurry line of sight between

caused team-instability and therefore it is

corporate strategy and what [the]

important to create team-stability by –

employees do every day –

once more – launching the team building

significantly enhancing collaboration

program

[I48] .

and coordination.”
Source : HBR 2000 – Having Trouble

Finally, the last quarter of our strategy is

with Your Strategy? Then Map It

preserved along with the third quarter for
additional actions we might need to take to face any challenges or act upon
unforeseen events/opportunities, a budget of about hundred and fifty thousand
Euros has been made available to serve this purpose.

When we exit
We did not decide to implement a ll changes within only the first year as it is human
nature to resist against changes that interfere with their comfort-zone; we heavily
focused on a smooth structure of changes that appear in a logic order, however, due
to unforeseen events we might need to reconsider several constructions, we allow
and Sull, 2001 ).

That means that the changes can interfere with several interventions but not with
our theory behind our strategy – pursuing innovativeness and business intelligence.
However, we need to know when to pull out o f y e ste rd a y ‟s o p p o rtu n itie s. W h ist w e
await the results for 2007 we do not exit. However, we will be actively monitoring
our business indicators and the knowledge map during 2007 and 2008.
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If in 2008, within our knowledge map, there remain areas to be heavily orange or
worse, they need to be resolved quickly and a strategic review may be required.
Furthermore, if the business indicators show negative results in 2008 we h ave to
carefully analyze the cause in order to be able to control possible damages and to
resolve the issue.
Nevertheless, to determine whether or not a strategic review is required, whatever
the concern, we need to ask ourselves quarterly: “are we in danger to not meet our
goals?” If th e a n sw e r is „yes‟ we need to review our strategy, else (if the answer is
„n o ‟ o r „m a y b e ‟) we go-a-head. A strategic review means that we will exit our
current strategy.

Afterthought
After reading our the blueprint you might not see the big picture yet, hence, in
exhibit 1.0 we provide a visual representation of the strategy – a strategy map –
that will help you see the big picture. Respectively, if you are in need of a more
numeral approach you can take a look at exhibit 2.0 which holds a tabularized

Chapter: Afterthought

financial prognosis for 2007 and 2008.
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Exploring further
Article: Making Local Knowledge Global
By Keith Cerny – Harvard Business Review May-June 1996
Lexington Labs, a fictitious global pharmaceutical company, needs to adapt to a radically changing
health-care marketplace. There has been a steady decline in sales and earnings over the past 18
m o n th s. T h e co m p a n y ‟s d iffe re n t d ivisions are dealing with new decision makers (g overnment a nd
hospital administrators) who, in turn, are now deciding which drugs can be prescribed. The COO,
D a v id M a rtin , k n o w s th a t th e co m p a n y ‟s d iffe re n t d iv isio n s a re d e a lin g w ith m a n y o f th e sa m e
issue s yet not sharing information and ideas. He has tried some team -building exercises and
installed an e-m a il sy ste m to h e lp fo ste r m o re k n o w le d g e sh a rin g . B u t it isn ‟t w o rk in g . T h e d iv isio n
heads are still focusing on the ir own business. Martin knows that he needs a knowledge
management syste m. But what kind?

Article: Unleashing the Power of Learning:
A n In te rv ie w w ith B ritish P e tro le u m ‟s Jo h n B ro w n e b y S te v e n E . P ro k e sch – Harvard Business Revie w
September-October 1997
Using knowledge more powerfully than it s competitors do is what has enabled British Petroleum to
transfer itself – radically. Once an unfocused, mediocre performer, BP is now the most profitable major
oil company. Once mired in proce sses, it is now enliv ened with processes that foster learning. Before,
isolated fiefdoms; now, teams and information communities in which people eagerly share knowledge.

Article: Deep Smarts
By Dorothy Leonard and Walter Swap – Harvard Business Review September 2004
It ta k e s y e a rs fo r y o u r co m p a n y ‟s b e st p e o p le to a c quire their expertise – but only seconds for them to
walk out the door when opportunity beckons. And when they go, the take their deep smarts with them.
Deeply smart people make intuitive decisions fast and spot problems and possibilities offers miss.
Informed by almost preternaturally sound judgment and a gut sense for interrelationships, they see
the big picture – ra th e r th a n g e ttin g b o g g e d d o w n in d e ta ils. T h e ir w isd o m is cru cia l to y o u r co m p a n y ‟s

How to cap ture the deep smarts re siding in you r organization? Turn you experts into knowledge
coache s; Knowledge coaches use learn -by-d oing techniques – guided practices, observation, prob lem
solving, and experimentation – to help novices ab sorb long -acquired business wisdom.
Knowledge coaching not only spurs transfer and retention of vital wisdom, it yields breakthrough
product ideas and more efficient business processes. Can your company afford not to invest in it?
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Article: Having Trouble with Your Strategy? Then Map It
By Dorothy Robert S. Kaplan and David P. Norton – Harvard Business Review September-October 2000
H o w d o e s M o b il m a k e su re th a t e v e ry g a s sta tio n o w n e r u n d e rsta n d s th e co m p a n y ‟s stra te g y – and
implements it each time a customer drives up to his pumps? How did Mobile become the indust ry ‟s
profit leader and boost its cash flow by $1 billion+ per year? By using a strategy map – a powerful ne w
tool built on the balanced scorecard.
T h e b a la n ce d sco re ca rd m e a su re s y o u r co m p a n y ‟s p e rfo rm a n ce fro m fo u r p e rsp e ctiv e s – financial,
customer, internal proce sse s, and learning and growth. A strategy map is a visual framework for the
corporate obje ctives within those four areas. The authors created strategy map templates for various
industries, including retail, te lecommunications and e -commerce.
Strategy maps put into focus the often blurry line of sight between your corporate strategy and what
your employees do every day – significantly enhancing collaboration and coordination.

Book: Blue Ocean Strategy
By W. Chan Kim and Renée Mauborgne – Harvard Business School Press 2005
Companies have long engaged in head -to-head competition in search of sustained, profitable growth.
They have fought for competitive advantage, battled over market share, and struggled for
differentiation.
Y e t in to d a y ‟s o v e rcro w d ed industrie s, competing head -o n re su lts in n o th in g b u t a b lo o d y “re d o ce a n ”
of rivals fighting ove r a shirking profit pool. In a book that challenges everything you though you knew
about the require ments for strategic success, the authors contend that whi le most companies compete
within such red oceans, this strategy is increasingly unlikely to create profitable growth in the future.
Based on a study of 150 strategic move s spanning more than a hundred years and thirty industrie s
th e y a rg u e th a t to m o rro w ‟s leading companies will successes not by battling competitors, but by
cre a tin g “b lu e o ce a n s” o f u n co n te ste d m a rk e t sp a ce rip e fo r g ro w th . S u ch stra te g ic m o v e s – termed
“v a lu e in n o v a tio n ” – create powerful leaps in value for both the firm and its buyers, ren dering rivals
obsolete and unleashing new demand.
Blue Ocean Strategy proves a syste matic approach to making the competition irrelevant. In this frame creating and capturing blue oceans. Examining a wide range of strategic moves across a host of
industries, the book highlights the six principles that every company can use to successfully formulate
and execute blue ocean strategie s. The six princip les show how to reconstruct market boundaries,
focus on the big picture, reach beyond existing demand, get the strategic sequence right, overcome
organizational hurdle s, and build execution into strategy.
Upending traditional thinking about strategy, this land mark book ch a rs “a b o ld n e w p a th to w in in g th e
fu tu re .”
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changing book the authors present a proven analytical framework and the tools for successfully
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Exhibit 1.0

– Strategy Map

Financial Perspective
In crease C o ltec’s R etu rn o n C ap ital E m p lo yed
·
·

C o m p a n y’s a ctu a l re tu rn o n ca p ita l
Net margin compared with the rest of the industry

Revenue Growth Strategy

Productivity Growth Strategy

U n d e rsta n d cu sto m e rs’ n e e d s a n d
differentiate accordingly

Introduce products through
expanded convenience store
presence
·

Revenue from coating
and adhesive products
Profit margin

·

Maximize the use of existing assets

Sell more premium brands to
increase customer profitability

·

Sales vlolume compared
with the rest of the
industry

Become the industry cost
leader in every supply chain
category
·

Product prices compared
with thre rest of the
indrustry

Maximize the use of existing
assets; especially human
assets
·

Actual cash flow
compared with the
business plan

ü

Customer Perspective

General requirement
Differentiator

·

Product and service Attributes
Clean

ü

Safe

ü

Quality

ü

Strong

·
·

Relationship
Friendly

Measure of achievement

image
Trusted brand

Recognize
loyalty

ü

Recognize
C u sto m e rs’
needs

Delight the consumer
Share of targetd
customer segments

Create and market new
products and services

·
·

New product acceptance
rate
New product return on
investment

Understand customer
segments better and build selfmanaging teams

·

Share of target market

Improve the quality and
availablility of knowledge
·
·
·
·
·

Refinery yield gap
Unplanned downtime
Inventory levels
Stockout rate
Activity-based costs
verus the competition

Improve enviornmental health
and safety

·

Reduced number of
environmental incidents
and safety incidents

Learning and Growth Perspective

Promote functional excellence,
create an inegrated view of the
company among employees

·

Ratio of strategic skills to
job coverage

Adopt new information
technologies that encourges
and aids process
improvements

Align business and personal
goals

·

·

On-time deployment of
systems

Employee feedback
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E xh ib it 2 .0 –

Financial Prognosis

Intervention | Indicator

Occurences

Costs

Year

Quarter

1 €

60 000,00

2007

1 q1 2007

44

1 €

140 000,00

2007

1 q1 2007

37

1 €

140 000,00

2007

1 q2 2007

47

1 €

30 000,00

2007

1 q2 2007

18

1 €

60 000,00

2007

2 q2 2007

32

1 €

120 000,00

2007

2 q2 2007

38

1 €

70 000,00

2007

2 q3 2007

39

1 €

70 000,00

2007

2 q3 2007

54

1 €

130 000,00

2007

2 q3 2007

48

1 €

20 000,00

2007

3 q4 2007

33

1 €

100 000,00

2007

4 q4 2007

46

1 €

100 000,00

2007

4 q4 2007

47

1 €

30 000,00

2008

1 q2 2008

28

1 €

120 000,00

2008

1 q1 2008

53

1 €

150 000,00

2008

1 q1 2008

9

1 €

60 000,00

2008

1 q1 2008

40

1 €

40 000,00

2008

2 q2 2008

16

1 €

40 000,00

2008

2 q2 2008

34

1 €

130 000,00

2008

2 q2 2008

48

1 €

20 000,00

2008

3 q4 2008

€

1 630 000,00

Sub Total
Knowledge Map

€

35 000,00 2007/2008

[1-8]

Job Satisfaction Index

€

7 000,00 2007/2008

[1-8]

Company product quality index

€

7 000,00 2007/2008

[1-8]

Average time for new product to market

€

7 000,00 2007/2008

[1-8]

The unforeseen
Total expenditure

Effect quarter

9

Sub Total

€

56 000,00

Budget

€

2 000 000,00

€

314 000,00

1686000
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